Elementary School Activities

- **Word Search**
  - Mercury Word Search
- **Maze**
  - Get Away From the Mercury Monster
- **Crossword**
  - Mercury Crossword Puzzle
Mercury Word Search

EPA HARMFUL LIQUID
MERCURY MOVEAWAY NEVERTOUCH
PARENTS QUICKSILVER SICK
TOXIC
ANSWER KEY

EPA HARMFUL LIQUID
MERCUARY MOVEAWAY NEVERTOUCH
PARENTS QUICKSILVER SICK
TOXIC
Get Away from the Mercury Monster

X - Start of the Maze
ANSWER KEY

Get Away from the Mercury Monster

X – Start of the maze.
Across
1. Mercury is a liquid ________.
2. When spilled never try to ________ Mercury.
4. When you see Mercury tell an ________.
7. Mercury is a silver ________ at room temperature.

Down
1. ________ is very dangerous.
3. Contact ________ if a Mercury spill occurs.
5. Mercury is ________.
6. ________ can be poisoned through Mercury.
Across
1. Mercury is a liquid ________. (Metal)
2. When spilled never try to ________ Mercury. (Clean)
4. When you see Mercury tell an ________. (Adult)
7. Mercury is a sliver ________ at room temperature. (Liquid)

Down
1. ________ is very dangerous. (Mercury)
3. Contact ________ if a Mercury spill occurs. (EPA)
5. Mercury is ________. (Toxic)
6. ________ can be poisoned through Mercury. (Kids)